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• 550 cards
• 1 die 

Objective:
Be the first player to correctly solve and shout out the word on 20 Crazy Letters cards.

Set-Up:
Place the game box in a central location for each player to access.  Remove the lid and 
place it underneath the box bottom. The cards are housed by category using index 
dividers to easily determine your category of play. Hand the die to the youngest player 
to start the game. 

Playing the Game:
1. On your turn, roll the die to determine the category. Say the category aloud. 
 Categories include:
 • Orange - Here & There
 • Blue - Plants & Animals
 • Purple - People & Parts
 • Red - Games & Hobbies
 • Lime Green - In the Kitchen
 • Black/Wild - Choose Your own

2. Draw a card from that category and immediately place it face up in the center of the 
playing area for all to see. 

3. All players race to decipher the word on the card. NOTE: There are no extra letters, 
and the letters are not scrambled; however, depending on where you are sitting and 
how you are looking at the card, you may need to read from right to left instead of left 
to right. In addition, because the letters are in unique fonts and may be rotated, a letter 
may not always be as it first appears. A “d” may actually be a “p”. An “h” might really 
be a “y”. And what appears to be a lower case “l” might really be a capital “I”. 

4. The first person to shout out the correct answer wins the card. There is not a penalty for 
shouting out an incorrect answer. The correct answer can be found on the back of each 
card should a dispute arise or should a card stump all players. If no one is able to solve a 
card, the player who rolled the die draws a new card from the same category. 

5. The die is passed clockwise for the next round.

Winning the Game:
The first player to collect 20 cards wins the game! 

2 or more players
Ages 10+
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Example card from the category Games and Hobbies:
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IN THE KITCHEN

M U F F I N

HERE AND THERE

PLANTS AND ANIMALS


